Recurrent *Clostridioides difficile* infection: Recognition, management, prevention

**ABSTRACT**

*Clostridioides difficile* infection (CDI) is the most common cause of diarrhea in hospitalized patients and results in substantial morbidity, mortality, and costs. Its clinical management, primarily with antibiotics, is often complicated by recurrent episodes. These recurrent CDI episodes are thought to be caused by antibiotic disruption of colonic microbiota and usually occur within 4 weeks of completing antibiotic therapy. The risk of recurrent CDI increases after the first episode, creating a need for management strategies to diagnose, treat, and prevent these complications.

**KEY POINTS**

- Diagnostic testing for CDI should be performed only in symptomatic patients.
- Diagnosis is based on unexplained new-onset diarrhea and a positive *C difficile* assay.
- The goal of therapy for recurrent CDI is to allow the normal colonic microbiota to restore itself.
- Fecal microbiota transplantation has shown efficacy for treating recurrent CDI.
- Antimicrobial stewardship and infection prevention are key strategies for preventing CDI.

---

*CLOSTRIDIIOIDES* (formerly *Clostridium*) *difficile* is an anaerobic spore-forming bacillus that colonizes the intestinal tract in patients whose normal gut microbiota is disrupted by antibiotic therapy.1 *C difficile* produces 2 major toxins—toxins A and B—that cause intestinal mucosal injury, diarrhea, and colitis, and in some cases, fulminant infection leading to shock, ileus, and toxic megacolon.2 *C difficile* infection (CDI) recurs in up to one-quarter or more of treated patients, complicating its management.

In the United States, *C difficile* is a common hospital-acquired infection, affecting about 500,000 patients annually, causing up to 30,000 deaths, and incurring inpatient costs of nearly $5 billion.2–4 This article reviews the current standards for diagnosing and treating CDI and discusses strategies for managing and preventing recurrent disease.

### Diagnosis

The current standard for diagnosis of CDI requires both unexplained new diarrhea and a positive result on a *C difficile* assay.5 Guidelines recommend laboratory testing for *C difficile* only in patients who have symptoms, defined as unexplained new onset of 3 or more unformed stools per day. Also, practitioners need to rule out use of a laxative (eg, polyethylene glycol) in the preceding 48 hours or a history of chronic diarrhea with no change in symptoms. Table 1 lists laboratory assays for detecting *C difficile* toxin or organism.5

**Colonization vs infection: Is it important?**

*C difficile* colonization is the existence of the organism or toxin in the stool of patients who do not have unexplained new diarrhea. *C difficile* infection is the existence of the organism...
Laboratory testing cannot distinguish between asymptomatic *Clostridioides difficile* colonization and symptomatic CDI.

The prevalence of asymptomatic *C. difficile* stool colonization varies from 3% to 26% in adult hospitalized patients to 5% to 7% in elderly patients in long-term care facilities. In asymptomatic adults without any recent healthcare exposure, the prevalence is less than 2%.2

A patient presenting with no diarrhea, a positive polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test, and a negative enzyme immunoassay (EIA) test likely has *C. difficile* colonization. However, a patient can have a positive EIA result without symptoms, so the best approach is to carefully assess the patient for unexplained new-onset diarrhea.

Institutional policies will determine which CDI tests are used. If the policy is to test only stool specimens from patients with unexplained and new onset of at least 3 unformed stools in 24 hours, one has the following options2:

- Order a nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) alone (eg, PCR)
- Order a stool toxin test as part of a multistep algorithm:
  1) NAAT plus toxin test, or
  2) Glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) plus toxin test, or
  3) GDH plus toxin test, arbitrated by NAAT.

If the facility does not have a policy to submit stool specimens for CDI testing only from patients who have unexplained new-onset diarrhea, a NAAT (eg, PCR) test alone is not recommended because it increases the chance of detecting colonization. Instead, the recommendation is to perform a stool toxin test as part of a multistep algorithm:

1) NAAT plus toxin test, or
2) GDH plus toxin test, or
3) GDH plus toxin test, arbitrated by NAAT.

In addition, repeat *C. difficile* testing is not recommended to evaluate for cure in patients whose symptoms have improved or resolved.

### TABLE 1

**Diagnostic tests for *Clostridioides difficile***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Sensitivity, specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organism detection assays</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleic acid amplification tests</td>
<td>Detects toxin gene (ie, organism) but not toxins</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(eg, polymerase chain reaction)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low to moderate specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate dehydrogenase</td>
<td><em>C. difficile</em> common antigen</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxigenic <em>C. difficile</em> culture</td>
<td>Growth of <em>C. difficile</em> organism Testing not readily available</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slow turnaround time</td>
<td>Low specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Toxin detection assays</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme immunoassay</td>
<td>Detects free toxins</td>
<td>Low sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell culture cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Detects free toxins</td>
<td>High sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutralization assay</td>
<td>Lacks standardization</td>
<td>High specificity, if optimized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slow turnaround time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information from McDonald et al, reference 2.
That is because *C. difficile* can continue to be shed in stools for more than 1 month, even after a patient’s symptoms have resolved.\(^6\) This is important because treatment of asymptomatic *C. difficile* carriers with either metronidazole or vancomycin has not been shown to be beneficial, and vancomycin can prolong *C. difficile* colonization or increase the risk of acquiring a new *C. difficile* strain.\(^7\)

**TREATMENT OF A FIRST EPISODE**

The first step in treating CDI is to stop the inciting antibiotic therapy as soon as possible. Antiperistaltic therapy should be avoided, especially if the patient is not receiving antibiotics for CDI.\(^2,8\) Additionally, empiric anti-*C. difficile* therapy is not recommended unless a substantial delay in *C. difficile* testing results is anticipated or the patient has fulminant CDI.

Treatment of initial episodes of CDI, as outlined in clinical practice guidelines from the Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) and Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA),\(^2\) is based on the severity of disease. **Nonsevere cases** are defined as those in which the white blood cell count remains less than or equal to 15.0 × 10^9/L and the serum creatinine level is less than 1.5 mg/dL. In such cases, there are 3 options for treatment:

- **Vancomycin** 125 mg by mouth 4 times a day for 10 days
- **Fidaxomicin** 200 mg by mouth twice a day for 10 days (more about this agent below)
- **Metronidazole** 500 mg by mouth 3 times a day for 10 days (if access to vancomycin or fidaxomicin is limited).

The first 2 options carry strong recommendations based on high levels of evidence, whereas the third has a weak recommendation based on a high level of evidence.\(^2\)

**Severe cases** are those in which the white blood cell count is 15.0 × 10^9/L or higher or the serum creatinine level is higher than 1.5 mg/dL. There are 2 treatment options:

- **Vancomycin** 125 mg by mouth 4 times a day for 10 days
- **Fidaxomicin** 200 mg by mouth twice a day for 10 days.

These options carry strong recommendations based on high levels of evidence.\(^2\)

**Fulminant cases** are characterized by hypotension, shock, ileus, or toxic megacolon. Treatment is with vancomycin 500 mg by mouth or nasogastric tube 4 times a day, plus metronidazole 500 mg intravenously every 8 hours, especially if the patient has ileus. In addition, if the patient has ileus, one can consider rectal installation of vancomycin 500 mg.\(^2\)

Oral vancomycin therapy for fulminant CDI carries a strong recommendation based on a moderate level of evidence; intravenous metronidazole carries a strong recommendation based on a moderate level of evidence, and rectal vancomycin carries a weak recommendation based on a low level of evidence.\(^2\)

With respect to other therapies for fulminant CDI, there are limited data regarding the use of fidaxomycin. Patients with life-threatening or fulminant CDI or toxic megacolon were excluded from clinical trials evaluating fidaxomycin.\(^2,10\) Additionally, there are limited data on the use of fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) for fulminant CDI.\(^2\)

**RECURRENT CDI**

A major clinical challenge is recurrent CDI, which usually occurs within 4 weeks after completion of anti-*C. difficile* therapy. The risk of recurrence increases with each episode:\(^1,11,12\):

- Up to 20% to 25% after the first CDI episode
- Up to 40% to 45% after the second CDI episode
- More than 60% to 65% after 3 or more CDI episodes.

It is recommended that patients with CDI be counseled regarding the risk of recurrence. If a patient’s diarrhea initially improves, but the patient subsequently develops new-onset or worsening diarrhea after CDI treatment is completed, the recommendation is to submit a stool sample for CDI testing to evaluate for recurrent CDI. However, in the absence of new-onset or worsening diarrhea, repeat testing for CDI is not recommended to avoid the detection of asymptomatic *C. difficile* colonization (see “Colonization vs infection,” earlier).

**TREATMENT OF RECURRENT CDI**

*C. difficile* infection is thought to primarily result from disruption of colonic microbiota...
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Figure 1. Antibiotic therapy can paradoxically lead to recurrent Clostridioides difficile infection by disrupting the normal colonic microbiota.

(Figure 1). Therefore, the primary goal of therapy for recurrent CDI is to allow the normal colonic microbiota to restore itself.\[^{11,12}\]

Contributing to the difficulty of treating recurrent CDI is the ability of C difficile to transform from a vegetative gram-positive bacillus form, which is susceptible to killing by anti-C difficile therapy, to a spore form (Figure 2) that is resistant to anti-C difficile therapy and most other measures except hypochlorite-based solutions (ie, bleach). Antitoxin immune response may also be a factor in recurrent CDI.\[^{12}\]

Treatment of recurrent CDI, according to the IDSA and SHEA guidelines,\[^{2}\] is based on the episode number of CDI, with nonsevere disease and severe disease being treated similarly.

A first recurrence (ie, a second episode), whether severe or nonsevere, has 3 options:
- Vancomycin, 125 mg orally 4 times a day for 10 days (if metronidazole was used for the initial episode)
- Vancomycin in a tapered and pulsed regimen (rather than a second standard 10-day vancomycin course), such as 125 mg orally 4 times per day for 10 to 14 days, then twice a day for 7 days, then once a day for 7 days, then every 2 or 3 days for 2 to 8 weeks
- Fidaxomicin 200 mg orally 2 times per day for 10 days (if vancomycin was used for the initial episode).

All 3 options carry weak recommendations, the first 2 based on low-quality evidence and the third based on moderate-quality evidence.

Oral vancomycin may be administered as a tapered and pulsed regimen. Tapering entails decreasing the dosage stepwise over a period of time to allow the normal colonic microbiota to restore itself. The pulsed regimen at the end of therapy entails dosing vancomycin every 2 to 3 days over a period of time to allow the treatment-resistant spore forms of C difficile to convert to the vegetative forms that are susceptible to killing by oral vancomycin.

A second recurrence, whether severe or nonsevere, has 4 options:
- Vancomycin in a tapered and pulsed regimen
- Vancomycin 125 mg 4 times a day by mouth for 10 days followed by rifaximin for 20 days
- Fidaxomicin 200 mg orally 2 times per day for 10 days
- Fecal microbiota transplantation (more about this below).

Although the first 3 options carry weak recommendations based on low levels of evidence, fecal microbiota transplantation carries a strong recommendation based on a moderate level of evidence.\[^{2}\]

**FIDAXOMICIN**

Fidaxomicin is a macrocyclic antibiotic that inhibits RNA synthesis. C difficile resistance or reduced susceptibility to fidaxomicin is rare,
and it has no cross-resistance with rifamycin antibiotics. Like vancomycin, it is poorly absorbed. It exerts its activity in the gastrointestinal tract and has high fecal concentrations.13,14

Fidaxomicin is active against gram-positive anaerobes such as \textit{Clostridium difficile} and \textit{Peptostreptococcus} species, with variable activity against aerobic gram-positive cocci such as viridans streptococci and enterococci. However, it is less active against other anaerobic gram-positive bacilli such as \textit{Lactobacillus} species, poorly active against anaerobic gram-negative bacilli (eg, \textit{Bacteroides} species), and resistant to some \textit{Clostridium} species (eg, \textit{C clostridioides}, \textit{C innocuum}) that are key components of the normal colonic microbiota.13,14 Therefore, fidaxomicin should have a relatively lower impact on the normal colonic microbiota than therapies such as oral vancomycin.

But does it decrease the risk of recurrent CDI? In 2 randomized double-blind clinical trials comparing vancomycin with fidaxomicin,9,10 the clinical cure rates, defined as resolution of diarrhea 2 days after completing therapy, were similar. However, significantly fewer fidaxomicin-treated patients developed recurrent CDI. Louie and colleagues9 reported that 15.4% of patients developed recurrent CDI within 4 weeks of stopping fidaxomicin compared with 25.3% of patients who were treated with oral vancomycin ($P = .005$; absolute risk reduction = 9.9%; number needed to treat [NNT] = 10; relative risk reduction = 39.1%). Cornely and colleagues10 reported similar results, with 12.7% of fidaxomicin-treated patients developing recurrent CDI within 4 weeks compared with 26.9% of vancomycin-treated patients ($P = .0002$; absolute risk reduction = 14.2%; NNT = 7; relative risk reduction 52.7%). Recurrent CDI was similar in the fidaxomicin and vancomycin groups among patients with the NAP1/BI/027 strain of \textit{C difficile} (ie, North American pulsed-field gel electrophoresis type 1, restriction endonuclease analysis pattern BI, PCR ribotype designation 027), an epidemic strain of \textit{C difficile} which emerged in the early 2000s.8 In contrast, recurrent CDI was lower with fidaxomicin compared with vancomycin among patients with non-NAP1/BI/027 strains of \textit{C difficile} (7.8% vs 25.5%, respectively, in Louie et al9 and 9.2% vs 27.4% in Cornely et al10).

The NAP1/BI/027 strain of \textit{C difficile} was the most prevalent strain of \textit{C difficile} in the United States as far back as 2013.4 However, the prevalence of this strain has decreased over time both in healthcare-associated \textit{C difficile} isolates (from 21% in 2012 to 15% in 2017) and in community-associated \textit{C difficile} isolates (from 17% in 2012 to 6% in 2017), with the NAP1/BI/027 strain still being the most prevalent healthcare-associated strain in 2017, but no longer the most prevalent community-associated strain.4

Fidaxomicin is expensive, costing up to $4,500 for a 10-day course.15 In my experience, more insurance plans are covering fidaxomicin, but it is advised that before prescribing fidaxomicin, clinicians need to check whether the plan requires prior authorization and whether the patient can afford the copay.

**BEZLOTOXUMAB, A NEWER AGENT**

Poor antitoxin immune response may also play a role in recurrent CDI.11 Bezlotoxumab, an immunotherapeutic agent, received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for prevention of recurrent CDI in October 2016. Efficacy was based on a large clinical trial—MODIFY I and II—that enrolled 2,655 adults with primary or recurrent CDI.16 All were re-
Bezlotoxumab was approved after the guidelines were written

ceiving standard-of-care anti-C difficile therapy. Investigators randomized the participants to either bezlotoxumab alone, actoxumab plus bezlotoxumab, or placebo. Actoxumab alone was given in MODIFY I but was discontinued after a planned interim analysis. Bezlotoxumab is a human monoclonal antibody against C difficile toxin B. Actoxumab is a human monoclonal antibody against C difficile toxin A. The primary end point was recurrent CDI during 12 weeks of follow-up, defined as a new episode of CDI after the initial clinical cure.

Results showed similar initial cure rates in the pooled data set (ie, MODIFY I + II) with bezlotoxumab (80%) and placebo (80%); however, actoxumab plus bezlotoxumab had a significantly lower initial cure rate (73%) than either placebo (P = .0014) or bezlotoxumab alone (P = .0021). The initial cure rate with actoxumab alone (in MODIFY I) (73%) was also significantly lower than placebo (83%; P = .0028).

Sustained cure rates (without recurrent infection) at 12 weeks in the pooled data set were higher with bezlotoxumab (64%) than placebo (54%; P = .0001). Actoxumab plus bezlotoxumab showed no difference in the sustained cure rate (58%) compared with placebo (P = .0851) and a lower sustained cure rate compared with bezlotoxumab alone (P = .0273). Sustained cure with actoxumab alone (in MODIFY I) (47%) was lower than with placebo (55%) (P = .449).

Recurrent CDI in the pooled data set was lower with bezlotoxumab (17%) and actoxumab plus bezlotoxumab (15%) than with placebo (27%; P < .0001). Recurrent CDI with actoxumab alone (in MODIFY I) (26%) was not different than with placebo (28%; P = .6364).

In summary, bezlotoxumab plus standard-of-care was more effective than standard-of-care alone in reducing the rate of recurrent CDI. Of note, compared with fidaxomicin in the trials discussed above, bezlotoxumab showed a similar absolute risk reduction (10.1%), number needed to treat (10), and relative risk reduction (37.9%) of recurrent CDI. In contrast, actoxumab alone or in combination with bezlotoxumab was inferior to placebo for the initial cure of CDI, and adding actoxumab to bezlotoxumab did not improve the efficacy of bezlotoxumab in reducing the rate of recurrent CDI.

Cost is a concern. Bezlotoxumab is expensive, costing approximately $4,500 per patient course. An editorial accompanying the MODIFY I and II trials suggested that bezlotoxumab use may vary depending on an analysis of cost versus the decrease in CDI recurrence risk compared with other options. Cost-effectiveness analyses have since been performed with conflicting conclusions. One study financed by the manufacturer found bezlotoxumab plus standard care (metronidazole, vancomycin, or fidaxomicin) was cost-effective versus placebo plus standard care for primary or recurrent CDI. In contrast, Lam et al conducted a cost-effectiveness analysis specifically in patients with a first recurrence of CDI and concluded that vancomycin was the most cost-effective regimen for treating a first CDI recurrence. Fidaxomicin had higher quality-adjusted life years but at a cost higher than what was considered cost effective. Lastly, bezlotoxumab plus vancomycin was associated with a higher cost than fidaxomicin alone with an incremental decrease in quality-adjusted life years. The 2018 IDSA-SHEA clinical practice guidelines for CDI noted that bezlotoxumab received FDA approval after the guidelines were written and will be covered in subsequent guideline updates.

**Fecal Microbiota Transplantation**

As discussed above, CDI is thought to primarily result from disruption of the normal colonic microbiota and can recur with many bouts over months or years despite standard therapies. The normal colonic microbiota is composed of a large and diverse community of microbes that resist colonization by new microbes (eg, C difficile), resulting in “colonization resistance.” Antibiotics kill normal colonic microbiota and impair “colonization resistance,” and impairment may last up to 4 weeks or longer.

FMT is the reintroduction of normal colonic microbiota from donor feces [Figure 3](#). It can be administered by the upper route (eg, nasogastric or nasoduodenal tube, esophagogastroduodenoscopy, or capsules) or the lower route (eg, colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, or enema). The source of stool for FMT is through human donors, either from donors that are
known to the patient (eg, spouse, partner, friend) or from a prescreened volunteer donor pool (ie, stool bank).

To provide guidance for FMT, including indications, donor choice, donor exclusion criteria, donor testing, recipient exclusion criteria, and a protocol for performing FMT, the American Gastroenterological Association convened an expert work group that published guidelines in 2011 and updated them in 2015. Recommended indications for FMT for patients with recurrent or relapsing CDI include at least 3 episodes of mild to moderate CDI and failure of a 6- to 8-week vancomycin taper, or at least 2 episodes of severe CDI resulting in hospitalization and associated with significant morbidity.

The American College of Gastroenterology published guidelines in 2013 that recommended considering FMT after 3 CDI recurrences (ie, 4 episodes) and receipt of a pulsed vancomycin regimen. Clinical practice guidelines from IDSA and SHEA from 2018 recommended offering FMT only after patients have been diagnosed with at least 3 CDI episodes (ie, at least 2 recurrences) treated with appropriate anti-C difficile therapy.

FMT is not FDA-approved, but its use is subject to FDA regulation. Also, there was concern that applying investigational new drug requirements would make FMT unavailable for patients. In July 2013, the FDA issued a Guidance for Industry statement noting that published data suggest FMT may be an effective therapy for management of refractory CDI, but that the FDA intends to exercise enforcement discretion regarding investigational new drug requirements for use of FMT for CDI not responsive to standard therapies. Practitioners who recommend FMT must obtain informed consent from patients, which includes a discussion of its investigational status and its potential risks.

Evidence supporting FMT efficacy

Before 2013, most of the published data on FMT use to treat recurrent CDI were from case reports. In a systematic review by Drekonja et al that included 480 patients treated with FMT for recurrent CDI from 21 case-series studies, FMT had an overall 85% cure rate (defined as resolution of symptoms without recurrent CDI). The method of administration made a difference. Colonoscopic administration produced the highest resolution rate at 90%, followed by enema administration at 78% and upper-gastrointestinal administration at 77%. Although these cases show FMT has substantial success in recurrent CDI, it is relatively low-level evidence. In other reports, FMT administered orally via capsule has had variable success rates, ranging from 70% to 88%.

Clinical trials have shown similar efficacy of FMT for recurrent CDI. van Nood and colleagues compared FMT delivered by nasoduodenal tube vs oral vancomycin. The FMT recipients had 81% cure without recurrent CDI within 10 weeks after the first FMT and 94% after 2 FMTs compared with 31% cure for vancomycin (P < .001). Cammarota and colleagues compared FMT administered by colonoscopy vs oral vancomycin given in a pulsed regimen over at least 3 weeks. They reported cure rates without recurrent CDI within 10 weeks of 65% after the first FMT and 90% after additional FMT procedures (ranging from 2 to 4 procedures) compared with 26% for vancomycin recipients (P < .0001).

In 2016, in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial by Kelly et
al,32 patients with 3 or more CDI recurrences received either FMT from a volunteer stool donor or a placebo composed of the patient’s own stool. Both were administered by colonoscopy. All patients had received oral vancomycin for at least 10 days and continued it until 2 to 3 days before the FMT. The cure rate without recurrent CDI within 8 weeks was 91% after first FMT and 100% after second. Interestingly, the autologous FMT was successful 63% of the time, although the cure rate for donor FMT (91%) was significantly higher (P = .042). All patients who received an autologous FMT and developed recurrent CDI were then treated with a donor FMT, with a 100% success rate.

An open-label trial by Hota et al33 in 2017 compared FMT by enema vs oral vancomycin delivered in a tapered and pulsed regimen over 6 weeks. The cure rates without recurrent CDI within 4 months after FMT were surprisingly low—44% for FMT and 58% for vancomycin—and not consistent with the other published trials.

FMT normalizes microbial diversity
The human microbiota, defined as the total collection of microorganisms within a community, is composed of an estimated 90 trillion microorganisms. Each body site (eg, colon, small bowel, oral cavity, skin) in the healthy human microbiota has a distinct microbial composition. The normal colonic microbiota is a highly diverse microbial community with 2 predominant bacterial phyla in healthy individuals, primarily composed of Firmicutes (approximately 50%) and Bacteroidetes (approximately 30%).21 Firmicutes include genera such as Clostridium, Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Faecalibacterium, and Ruminococcus. Bacteroidetes are dominated by the genus Bacteroides. Less than 5% of the colonic microbiota are composed of Proteobacteria, which includes Enterobacteriaceae such as Escherichia coli and Klebsiella species.21 The desirable mix is more Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes and fewer Proteobacteria.

Patients with recurrent CDI are known to have abnormal colonic microbiota, and FMT has been shown to normalize microbial diversity. In an FMT clinical trial by Kelly et al,32 fecal microbiome analysis (ie, total genes and gene products such as RNA and proteins produced by resident microbial communities) was performed at least 5 days before and 2 to 8 weeks after FMT. Before FMT, patient samples showed marked dysbiosis and lower diversity with more Proteobacteria and fewer Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes compared with donor samples. After FMT, patient samples showed normalization of the fecal microbiota.

The FMT clinical trial by van Nood and colleagues30 found similar results. Before FMT, fecal microbial diversity was low. After FMT, microbial diversity was similar to that of donor stools with 2- to 4-fold more Bacteroidetes and clostridium clusters IV and XIVa and up to 100-fold less Proteobacteria.

Similar changes in the fecal microbiome were seen in a clinical trial comparing vancomycin with fidaxomicin.14 Vancomycin led to a decrease in Bacteroides/Prevotella and Firmicutes group organisms, whereas fidaxomicin appeared to spare those groups.

Adverse effects of FMT
Adverse effects related to FMT may include the following34,35:
• Transmission of infectious agents to the patient from the donor feces
• Complications from the FMT delivery procedure
• Long-term adverse effects related to the new colonic microbiota.

The human intestinal microbiota participates in a number of processes including maturation and continued education of the host immune response; regulation of intestinal endocrine functions and neurologic signaling; energy biogenesis; biosynthesis of vitamins and neurotransmitters; metabolism of bile salt; and reaction to or modification of certain drugs.36 The long-term impact of FMT on the development of illnesses such as metabolic syndrome and immune disorders is unknown. Screening donors for various diseases can help minimize these potential effects.34,35

Several reports of transmission of infectious agents from donor stool by FMT have been reported. In June 2019, the FDA published a safety alert on the transmission of extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing E coli after FMT in 2 immunocompromised patients. One patient died.
The stools, which came from a single donor, were not tested for these organisms before the FMT. As a result, the FDA instituted requirements for stool donor screening questions regarding those with or at high risk for colonization with multidrug-resistant organisms (MDRO), and required that donor stool be tested for, at a minimum, ESBL-producing E. coli, vancomycin-resistant enterococcus (VRE), carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae, and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. Additionally, the informed consent process for FMT should describe the risk of MDRO transmission and invasive infection and the measures implemented for donor screening and stool testing.

Further information about these 2 patients was subsequently published. One of the patients had liver cirrhosis and was enrolled in a trial of FMT oral capsules to treat refractory hepatic encephalopathy. The other patient had undergone an allogeneic hematopoietic-cell transplant and was enrolled in a trial of FMT oral capsules before and after the cell transplant. He developed neutropenia and fever on day 5 after stem cell infusion and was found to have ESBL-E. coli bacteremia. He died 2 days later from sepsis.

In March 2020, the FDA published another safety alert regarding the suspected transmission of enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) and Shigatoxin-producing E. coli (STEC) from FMT products supplied by a stool bank and used to treat recurrent CDI. Two patients developed EPEC infection after receiving an FMT product prepared from stools from 2 different donors. Four patients developed STEC infection after receiving an FMT product prepared from a stool from a single donor. Four of the 6 patients required hospitalization, but none died. Additionally, there were 2 patients who died after receiving an FMT product manufactured from the donor associated with the 4 STEC infections. Both of these patients developed diarrhea after the FMT, but their stools were not tested for STEC. For one of the patients who died, the stool used to manufacture the FMT product was positive for STEC, and the FDA did not suspect that the STEC was transmitted by this FMT product to this patient. In April 2020, the FDA recommended additional protections for FMT use, including testing donor stools by nucleic acid amplification tests for EPEC and STEC and excluding any stools testing positive.

### PROBIOTICS

Probiotics are preparations of viable microorganisms consumed by the patient. Studies have been conducted, but there are insufficient data to recommend probiotics for primary prevention of CDI.

The rationale for this conclusion is based on a Cochrane Review published in 2017 that evaluated the efficacy of probiotics for preventing C. difficile-associated diarrhea (CDAD). Note that C. difficile infection (CDI) was previously referred to as CDAD and there are clinical trials published using both terms. The CDI term was introduced in guidelines from IDSA and SHEA in 2010, and from the American College of Gastroenterology in 2013, and publications began using it. The authors of the Cochrane Review separated CDAD and CDI in their outcome groups and found that probiotics were effective only in preventing CDAD in patients whose baseline CDAD risk was greater than 5% (N = 2,454 in 13 trials; moderate certainty evidence). If the baseline CDAD risk was 0% to 2% (N = 5,845 patients in 15 trials; moderate certainty evidence) or 3% to 5% (N = 373 in 3 trials; low certainty evidence), probiotics had no effect on CDAD rates. Probiotics were also not effective in preventing CDI (N = 1,214 in 15 trials; moderate certainty evidence).

Based on these meta-analysis findings and that typical CDI incidence rates are about 3% or less, even during outbreaks, in hospitalized patients age 65 or older on antibiotics with a length of stay greater than 2 days, routine use of probiotics for inpatients on antibiotics for primary prevention of CDI is not recommended.

### PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CDI PROPHYLAXIS

For patients who are on antibiotics to treat an infection other than CDI (eg, pneumonia),
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during or shortly after CDI treatment, the IDSA and SHEA CDI guidelines do not recommend extending the length of CDI treatment beyond the recommended duration or restarting CDI treatment shortly after completion of CDI therapy (ie, “secondary” CDI prophylaxis), due to insufficient data. The authors suggest that if a decision is made to institute secondary CDI prophylaxis, practitioners should consider low doses of vancomycin (eg, 125 mg once daily) or fidaxomicin (eg, 200 mg once daily) while the patient is on systemic antibiotics.

For patients considered at high risk for developing CDI but who do not have active or recent CDI, administration of “primary” CDI prophylaxis (ie, administering anti-C difficile therapy to prevent CDI) is not recommended. In a randomized nonblinded trial comparing vancomycin (125 mg once daily) in patients receiving systemic antibiotics versus no prophylaxis, there was a lower risk of developing hospital-onset CDI (0% vs 12%, respectively; \( P = .03 \)) with vancomycin prophylaxis; however, an analysis of the development of CDI after hospital discharge was limited by loss of follow-up. In a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trial in patients undergoing hematopoietic stem cell transplant, fidaxomicin (200 mg once daily) treatment was not different from placebo for the primary composite end point of “prophylaxis failure” (28.6% vs 30.8% with placebo, \( P = .278 \)). In a prespecified sensitivity analysis restricted to confirmed CDAD independent of missing data, CDAD was lower with fidaxomicin compared with placebo (4.3% vs 10.7%, \( P = .0014 \)); however, only 64% of subjects in each treatment group completed study treatment and follow-up.

One of the principal concerns with CDI prophylaxis is that anti-C difficile therapies disrupt the normal colonic microbiota. Whether this affects CDI recurrence in the long term or increases the risk of colonization with multidrug-resistant bacteria is unknown. Vancomycin with a prolonged taper was shown in an animal model study to persistently disrupt the colonic microbiota, including a significant decrease in Firmicutes and increase in Proteobacteria, as well as to decrease colonization resistance to C difficile and vancomycin-resistant enterococci. Fidaxomicin did not lead to disruption in colonization resistance.

In another animal model study, vancomycin markedly disrupted the microbiota and led to prolonged loss of colonization resistance to C difficile, vancomycin-resistant enterococci, carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae, and E coli. Metronidazole had a more transient effect than vancomycin.

 Strategies for CDI prevention
There are 2 core strategies for preventing CDI: antibiotic stewardship, by implementing a program to optimize the use of antibiotics and minimize disruption of normal colonic microbiota, and infection prevention, by adhering to practices that block the spread and acquisition of the C difficile organism.

Optimize use of antibiotics
• Use antibiotics only when needed.
• Use narrow-spectrum antibiotics if possible. If the patient does not have a documented infection and lacks signs of sepsis, and if deemed appropriate by the treating clinician, consider waiting for culture testing results and then target the organism.
• Change from a broad-spectrum to a narrow-spectrum antibiotic as soon as possible.
• Use the shortest possible treatment duration. The risk of developing CDI increases with longer antibiotic durations, with patients receiving more than 7 days of antibiotics having the highest risk.

Block the spread and acquisition of the C difficile organism
C difficile is an obligate anaerobe able to survive and spread in the environment by conversion to spore form (Figure 2). Of note, C difficile is not part of normal colonic microbiota. C difficile spores can be transmitted from colonized patients to other patients either by healthcare workers (eg, on the hands) or from contaminated hospital environmental surfaces or equipment. These spores may then be ingested by noncolonized patients, survive exposure to the acidic environment of the stomach, and colonize the colonic lumen.

In a study published in 1989, McFarland et al found that of 399 patients admitted to a medical ward with negative admission C difficile rectal swab cultures, 83 (21%) acquired C difficile during their hospitalization. The patients were tested for C difficile every 3 days.
In addition, environmental cultures were collected during the study, and 62 of 216 (29%) samples were positive. These included the bedrail, commode, floor, call button, windowsill, toilet, dialysis machine, sink, slipper bottoms, and nasogastric alimentation preparation. The frequency of positive environmental cultures was greater for patients with diarrhea (49%) than for asymptomatic carriers (29%). Further, *C. difficile* cultures were taken from the hands of healthcare workers before and after interaction with patients whose cultures were positive, and 20 of 34 (59%) hand cultures were positive for *C. difficile*.49

Their findings emphasize the importance of blocking the spread of *C. difficile* by physically washing away the spores with soap and water and by wearing gloves and gowns to prevent contact with the spores. Moreover, patient rooms and environmental surfaces should be disinfected with a hypochlorite-based solution (ie, bleach). This recommendation includes disinfection of equipment, such as blood pressure cuffs, thermometers, stethoscopes, and pen lights. If disposable equipment is not an option, then confine equipment to a single patient with CDI. Of course, all equipment shared between patients should be cleaned and disinfected between uses.

Other strategies to prevent *C. difficile* include placing infected patients in a private room and using contact precautions while waiting for culture results. Encourage patients to wash their hands, especially before eating, and by wearing gloves and gowns to prevent contact with the spores. Moreover, patient skin contamination and environmental shedding of *C. difficile* is associ-
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